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Abstract

The recent migrant crisis in the Mediterranean Sea has clearly revealed the unclear legal basis for interdicting stateless migrant smuggling vessels in international waters. Despite claims to unilateral enforcement powers by some Western states, the law of the sea does not provide a strong jurisdictional basis for seizing such vessels outside territorial waters. Western destination states, particularly the United States (US), have responded to the legal lacuna surrounding stateless vessels by strategically weaving ambiguity through the transnational crime instruments regulating smuggling of drugs and migrants at sea, and then claiming the ambiguity permits the exercise of coercive measures extraterritorially. The recent European Union naval operations in the Mediterranean have substantially concretized the ambiguity in the Migrant Smuggling Protocol as permitting seizure of stateless vessels. While new maritime threats require flexible interpretation of the law of the sea, any changes to extraterritorial enforcement powers must reflect the common understanding of states. Leaving revision of the law to instrumentally ambiguous treaty drafting and subsequent practice instead risks favouring the interests of powerful states at the expense of individual human rights and developing states.
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1. Introduction

On the evening of 10 September 2013, a Frontex patrol ship sighted a large fishing boat unloading persons onto a small vessel in the international waters of the central Mediterranean Sea. The small vessel sailed off towards the Sicilian port of Syracuse, and the larger fishing vessel in the direction of North Africa. The Frontex patroller trailed the small vessel overnight, monitoring its route. As conditions at sea deteriorated the following evening, the Italian Guardia di Finanza intercepted the small boat, rescuing the 199 migrants on board and leaving the vessel adrift. Meanwhile the Frontex patroller continued to track the mothership, establishing that it did not fly a flag and that the ship’s name had been erased from the hull. The patroller hailed the mothership and requested identification documents from the crew. Despite receiving 15 documents in Arabic allegedly attesting that
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crew were fishermen, the Guardia di Finanza boarded the mothership, detained the crew and confiscated the vessel. Back at the port of Syracuse, the rescued migrants identified an Egyptian national, Harabi Hani, as being a migrant smuggler. He was arrested and detained before trial for facilitating illegal migration and participating in a criminal organization.

Harabi Hani appealed the preliminary detention order, contending that the coercive measures used against him – detaining him in international waters and forcibly transferring him to Italy – were without basis in international law. The Italian court of appeal rejected Hani’s application, holding that the Migrant Smuggling Protocol gives states full enforcement powers to intercept vessels suspected of being stateless and smuggling migrants by sea. The case centred on whether the term ‘appropriate measures’ in Article 8(7) of the Protocol permits states to exert coercive measures over intercepted vessels beyond the board and search powers contained in the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS). The Court found that the seizure of the vessel and the transfer of its crew to Italy by the Guardia di Finanza fell within the scope of the term.

The case illustrates the confusion surrounding whether interdiction of vessels of uncertain nationality engaged in migrant smuggling by sea is actually permitted under international law. Since 2015, nearly 1.5 million undocumented migrants and asylum seekers have reached Europe by sea, mostly with the aid of migrant smugglers. Thousands have been rescued from small, unseaworthy vessels by humanitarian organizations, merchant or naval ships, including Frontex, Mare Nostrum and the European Union-led mission European Union Naval Force Mediterranean (EUNAVFOR MED). Although states may intercept boats in distress in international waters, these powers do not permit general interdiction of smuggling vessels. But the lack of legal enforcement options only became apparent with the increased use of unflagged and unregistered vessels to smuggle drugs and migrants in the 1980s and 1990s. In response, Western destination states have manipulated the developing field of transnational criminal law to expand their sovereign powers beyond national borders.
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1 In the Matter of Criminal Proceedings against Hani, final appeal judgment (20 August 2014) No 36052/2015.
Stateless vessels inhabit a lacuna in international law as neither customary law nor treaty practice makes clear provision for their regulation, legality or jurisdiction.7 The jurisdictional regime applicable to stateless vessels at sea is complex. In international waters, states may only exercise jurisdiction over such vessels where a jurisdictional nexus connects the intercepting state to the suspect vessel. Beyond universal jurisdiction, the bases for extensions of jurisdiction extraterritorially are limited, requiring evidence that an offence was partially committed in the territory of the state or the offender possesses the nationality or residence of the intercepting state.8 Further states cannot easily rely on treaty-based extensions of jurisdiction, as such extensions technically rely on jurisdictional ‘swaps’ between state parties and consequently cannot bind non-party states.9 In establishing jurisdiction over stateless vessels, states effectively claim that an underlying basis exists in custom.10 Objection or acquiescence by the third-party state then supports or rebuts the claim. Yet, again, no state exists to object or acquiesce to the practice of interdicting stateless vessels.

Over the last thirty years, however, treaty practice towards stateless vessels has become increasingly ambiguous. When read against the traditional principles of the law of the sea and jurisdiction in international law, the treaty provisions regulating enforcement action against stateless vessels engaged in transnational crime only permit states with a jurisdictional nexus to exercise criminal jurisdiction. But Western states have repeatedly claimed the 2000 Migrant Smuggling Protocol enables any state to seize stateless smuggling vessels and arrest offenders aboard.11 Tracing the transposition of the interdiction provisions across the relevant instruments reveals that the ambiguity has been strategically woven through recent treaty practice. States have then relied on this ambiguity to claim enforcement action is permitted by the Migrant Smuggling Protocol.

This analysis falls within the growing body of literature emphasizing the shadow of Western hegemony falling across the transnational criminal law project.12 Western states increasingly rely on prohibition regimes to overcome the traditional confines on their coercive powers abroad.13 Wealthy developed states utilize international diplomacy, legal expertise in treaty negotiations and subsequent practice to extra-territorialize their domestic laws and criminal justice paradigms globally.14
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8 Cedric Ryngaert, Jurisdiction in International Law (OUP 2015) 7.
10 Michael Akehurst, ‘Custom as a Source of International Law’ (1976) 47 British Yearbook of International Law 3, 44.
13 Guilfoyle (above n 6) 187-9.
14 Boister (above n 11) 26.
Relying on custom to subsequently clarify ambiguity in the transnational crime instruments favours the sovereign interests of the dominant members of the international community, as only few states have the resources to engage in maritime interdiction outside their territorial seas as a form of subsequent practice interpreting a treaty.

While stateless vessels do not have many champions on the international stage, the risks in covertly shifting the extent of coercive state power reaches beyond their decks. At the micro level, the rights of individuals have frequently been compromised by extensions of enforcement jurisdiction without the corresponding regulation and protection, particularly with the shift towards harsher border controls in the West. And at the macro level, instrumentally co-opting treaty drafting to promote domestic interests can eventually backfire, with initially hoodwinked states refusing to cooperate in the future. Sandwiched between the two is the overburdening and distorting effect of compliance with prohibition regime obligations on the criminal justice systems of developing states. Continually co-opting transnational criminal law to suit purely Western interests risks self-immolating the whole project.

This article argues that while new maritime threats require flexible interpretation of the law of the sea, any changes to extraterritorial enforcement powers must reflect the common understanding of states. Leaving revision of the law to instrumentally ambiguous treaty drafting and subsequent practice instead risks prioritizing the interests of powerful states at the expense of individual human rights and developing states. This article begins by explaining the application of extraterritorial criminal jurisdiction and jurisdiction in the law of the sea to stateless vessels (section 2), before tracking the cross-transposition of ambiguous terms through the relevant transnational crime instruments regulating smuggling by sea (sections 3-4), and examining how recent state practice, particularly on the part of the European Union (EU) in response to Mediterranean migrant crisis, has solidified an expansive approach to extraterritorial enforcement jurisdiction at odds with the law of the sea (section 5). The final section briefly canvases the risks of developing transnational criminal law incoherently with the general principles underlying extraterritorial jurisdiction in international law.
2. Interdiction of Stateless Vessels in International Law

The recent migrant crisis has exposed the unsettled nature of criminal jurisdiction over stateless vessels engaged in crime in international waters. Approximately 1.5 million people escaping conflict or poverty have reached Europe by sea since 2015.18 Most of these migrants and asylum seekers have been transported across the Mediterranean from Turkey and the Magreb states on inflatable dinghies or wooden fishing boats by migrant smugglers.19 In June 2015, the EU naval operation, EUNAVFOR MED Operation Sophia, was launched in response to the overwhelming numbers of people fleeing the Syrian conflict.20 The mission’s core mandate was to identify, capture and destroy vessels and weapons used by suspected migrant smugglers to ‘disrupt the business model of human smuggling and trafficking networks’.21 Operation Sophia is the latest of several naval operations commenced by the EU over the last decade to ‘save lives’ and ‘strengthen border control’ at sea.22 In contrast to the often secretive, unilateral interdictions by individual states, their multilateral nature has required greater transparency about the legal bases permitting the operations in international waters. As a consequence, Operation Sophia has been carefully packaged as a legitimate extraterritorial action in accordance with international law.23

The legal instruments underpinning EUNAVFOR MED Operation Sofia rely on UNCLOS and the 2000 Migrant Smuggling Protocol for enforcement jurisdiction over stateless vessels suspected of smuggling in international waters. However, neither instrument explicitly provides clear enforcement powers beyond stop and search. Seizure and arrest is not provided for in UNCLOS and remains ambiguous in the protocol. The absence of an explicit jurisdictional basis in treaty law effectively delegates the establishment of jurisdiction to an underlying principle of customary international law.24 But customary international law is silent on whether states may exert jurisdiction over stateless
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vessels on the high seas or not.25 Thus, having failed to find a base in other sources of jurisdiction, interpretations of Article 8(7) permitting coercive action over suspect vessels depend on the conceptual characterization of extraterritorial enforcement jurisdiction. While the requirement for a jurisdictional nexus for enforcement action is more consistent with the allocation of jurisdiction in customary law, recent treaty law and international practice indicates a shift towards a new exception to the express requirement of a jurisdictional nexus connecting the intercepting state to a suspect stateless vessel.26

2.1 Extraterritorial Criminal Jurisdiction

For international lawyers, the term jurisdiction functions to allocate competences and rights normally aligned to state sovereignty.27 But jurisdiction is not a tangible object, but rather a ‘omnibus’ concept used to make sense of competing rights and responsibilities.24 As a concept, however, it is confusing as ‘jurisdiction’ can refer to a territory, a polity, a foreign nation, the legal reach of a court or tribunal, or the relationship between the state and an individual.29 Moreover the meaning and scope of jurisdiction can change, depending on the location and the field of law. Although appropriate allocations of jurisdiction are essential to prevent interference in the international affairs of other states and protect the equality of states,30 abstract legal theorizing on jurisdiction as a whole is still surprisingly sparse.31 Most scholars note simply that Lotus is highly confusing and generally disregarded, a permissive rule requires a connecting jurisdictional nexus, state practice has provided five more or less accepted heads of jurisdiction, and enforcement jurisdiction remains territorial.32

In international law, criminal jurisdiction is normally characterized as being two-pronged: jurisdiction to legislate and jurisdiction to enforce.33 Prescriptive jurisdiction refers to the state’s authority to
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26 Patricia Mallia, Migrant Smuggling by Sea (Martinus Nijhoff 2010) 114.
27 Ian Brownlie, Principles of Public International Law (7th edn, OUP 2008) 106.
30 SS Lotus (France v Turkey) [1927] PCIJ Rep Series A No 10; F A Mann, ‘The doctrine of international jurisdiction revisited after twenty years’ (1984) 186 Collected Courses of the Hague Academy of International Law 20; Oppenheim’s International Law (above n 27) 476.
31 For the few generalist studies on jurisdiction, see Mann, (above n 29) and Thomas Mann ‘The doctrine of international jurisdiction revisited after twenty years’ (1984) 186 Collected Courses of the Hague Academy of International Law; Michael Akehurst, ‘Jurisdiction in International Law’ (1973) 46 British Yearbook of International Law 145; Ryngaert (above n 8).
32 For example, Christopher Staker, ‘Jurisdiction’ in Malcolm Evans (ed) International Law (4th edn, OUP 2014); Ryngaert (above n 8); Rosalyn Higgins, Problems and Process: International Law and How We Use It (OUP 1994) chapter 4; Arrest Warrant of 11 April 2000 (Democratic Republic of Congo v Belgium) [2002] ICJ Rep 3 sep op Guillaume and joint sep op Higgins, Kooijmans and Buergenthal. See also the critique of Alex Mills, highlighting that scholarly work on jurisdiction is fairly limited and focuses on ‘a fairly ritualized account of the standard ‘heads’ of jurisdiction: ‘Rethinking Jurisdiction in International Law’ (2014) 84 British Yearbook of International Law 187, 188.
determine both the substance and scope of norms through the adoption of legislation. Enforce-
ment jurisdiction is the execution of those rules through police or judicial action. In the case of purely
territorial offences, prescriptive and enforcement jurisdiction are coextensive, but extraterritorially
the ambit of permitted actions does not necessarily overlap. International law may permit a state
to enact legislation over conduct or persons outside their territorial borders, but the sovereignty of
other states prevents them from directly enforcing those laws.

Ignoring the muddling Lotus debate, contemporary international law ‘permits states to exer-
cise jurisdiction (whether by way of legislation, judicial activity or enforcement) upon a number of
grounds’, but as with all customs, their standing between states varies. This means a state cannot
safely assert jurisdiction without a sufficient connection to interests, people or activities falling within
its sovereign sphere. State practice has confirmed territoriality and active nationality (perpetrator) as undisputable bases for jurisdiction. States also routinely assert subjective and objective territo-
rial jurisdiction for conduct initiated territorially and completed extraterritorially, and the reverse.
More recently, the assertion of extraterritorial prescriptive jurisdiction by a state where the victim is a
national (passive personality), and if a crime threatens the internal or external security of a state, have
crystalized as accepted heads of jurisdiction. But no standard practice has coalesced around entirely
objective territorial jurisdiction where only ‘effects’ are felt by the legislating state, despite promul-
gation by the United States, and, at times, the EU. Finally, international law recognizes universal
jurisdiction only for the most heinous crimes of international concern, being grave war crimes as
well as the sui generis case of piracy on the high seas.
2.2 Prescribing and Enforcing

Enforcement jurisdiction is generally characterized as being ‘strictly territorial’, but this often confuses prerogative with scope. When discussing jurisdiction, courts and scholars predominantly note the requirement of a jurisdictional nexus between state and person or conduct, but do not elucidate whether this requirement applies to only prescriptive jurisdiction or also to enforcement actions. International case-law on enforcement jurisdiction has been sparse, leaving most of the heavy lifting to theorists. As one of the few theorists to explicitly discuss enforcement jurisdiction in detail, F.A Mann sets out three rules governing the relationship between prescription and enforcement in international law. Firstly, coercive action is only lawful when enforcing legislation enacted in accordance with international law. And secondly, even where a law is validly enacted, that does not in itself entitle the exercise of unlimited power to enforce that law. The first rule relates to the prerogative for enforcement action and the second to geographical scope. Mann adds the final proposition that the ability to enforce legislation domestically does not entail possession of necessary legislative jurisdiction, and ‘does not render the enforcement jurisdiction valid in public international law’. But terminological and conceptual misunderstandings have muddied the waters around prescriptive and enforcement jurisdiction. This partly arises from semantics; both the repetition of terms for different things and the use of different terms for the same thing. Thus ‘having’ jurisdiction can refer to the scope of a rule determined by a domestic legislature, but also to the limits imposed by international law on a state extending the scope of its laws. On the other hand, lawyers often refer to states ‘asserting’ prescriptive jurisdiction and ‘exercising’ enforcement jurisdiction, when both enacting laws and applying them are in fact ‘exercise’ of jurisdiction. Thus, despite Mann presuming otherwise, he is actually in agreement with Ian Brownlie about the parasitic nature of enforcement jurisdiction. For Brownlie there is:

[N]o essential distinction between the legal bases for and limits of substantive (or legislative) jurisdiction, on the one hand, and, on the other, enforcement (or personal, or prerogative) jurisdiction. The one is a function of the other. If the substantive jurisdiction is beyond lawful limits, than any consequent enforcement jurisdiction is unlawful.
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47 For the few cases see Lotus (above n 29) and Arrest Warrants (above n 31).
48 Mann (above n 29) 34-35.
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51 Liivoja (above n 28) 34.
52 cf Council of Europe, European Committee on Crime Problems, Extraterritorial Criminal Jurisdiction (1990) 4-5.
53 Brownlie (above n 26) 311.
Brownlie was not referring to geographical reach (as Mann assumed) but the legal basis; that valid enforcement jurisdiction presupposes valid legislative jurisdiction. By replacing ‘enforcement’ and ‘prescriptive’ with less loaded terms, Liivoja helpfully explains that ‘a rule of adjudication is possible only where an underlying rule of conduct exists’.

Roger O’Keefe, on the other hand, explicitly rejects the dependence of enforcement authority on prescriptive authority. He contends that ‘jurisdiction to enforce is [...] strictly territorial’ to refer to both prerogative and scope. For O’Keefe, jurisdiction to prescribe and enforce ‘are logically independent of each other’. Thus on his account, a state can territorially enforce a law based on an exorbitant exercise of prescriptive jurisdiction without breaching any ‘rule of international law governing jurisdiction to enforce’. A state may enact and enforce its laws as it chooses (subject only to its treaty commitments and human rights obligations). As no sovereign toes are stepped on (or foreign sovereign powers usurped), he presumes that no international rules are breached. While he is correct that the legality of enforcement action cannot affect the legality of prescriptive action, it is not because the two competences are autonomous, but because enforcement is parasitic upon prescription.

O’Keefe’s interpretation is important, as, if correct, it would justify the use of enforcement powers over stateless vessels on the high seas without prescriptive jurisdiction being explicitly granted. If the high seas are conceptualized as res communis, with an underlying concurrent jurisdiction shared by all states, and enforcement jurisdiction is not logically or legally dependent on prescriptive jurisdiction, then theoretically the Migrant Smuggling Protocol could provide for enforcement actions over stateless vessels in international waters, even without prescriptive jurisdiction or customary universal jurisdiction qua piracy being explicitly granted.

2.3 Stateless Vessels in the Law of the Sea

Interdiction of foreign vessels at sea requires a valid legal basis. Jurisdiction at sea is divided into zones of competence for coastal states, flag state jurisdiction and limited treaty-based extensions of

54 Liivoja (above n 28) 54.
55 ibid 54. As Liivoja explains, one has to ask whether the criminal law of a particular state actually applies to certain behavior. If it does, then the next question is a procedural one: which is the appropriate court? The question of the jurisdiction of a court is thus parasitical upon the question of applicability (or scope, or ambit, or incidence) of the substantive law: (above n 28) 35.
56 O’Keefe contends the judges in Attest Warrant inaccurately elide the concepts of prescriptive and enforcement jurisdiction: (above n 45) 735, 749-50; cf Cassese (above n 43) 593.
57 O’Keefe (above n 45) 741.
58 ibid.
59 Staker (above n 31) 316.
60 Akehurst (above n 30) 147.
authority. The rules regulating state jurisdiction are complex because of the differing rights and obligations in each zone, separately overlaid by flag state jurisdiction. States can rely on a variety of legal bases to interdict smuggling vessels at sea, including flag state jurisdiction or authorization, coastal state powers or search and rescue obligations for vessels in distress. Enforcement action at sea takes a different form than on land, with the range of standard actions including ‘surveillance, stopping and boarding vessels, search or inspection, reporting arrest or seizure of persons and vessels, detention, and formal application of law by judicial or other process, including imposition of sanctions.’

Stateless smuggling vessels fall into a jurisdictional lacuna in the law of the sea. UNCLOS, which codified the customary law regulating the high seas, contains very few provisions on enforcement within coastal state jurisdiction, and practically nothing on enforcement beyond those zones. UNCLOS grants only very limited general enforcement powers over non-national vessels in international waters. Article 110 permits board and search on the high seas to establish piracy, slave trade, unauthorized broadcasting, concealed nationality and statelessness, but not for further action once established. Further enforcement action on the high seas is only explicitly permitted in the case of piracy via Article 105 and unauthorized broadcasting via Article 109. The former codifies the common jurisdiction over piracy in customary law, and the latter permits arrest and seizure where a jurisdictional nexus is verifiable. But UNCLOS makes no similar explicit provision for seizure or destruction of stateless vessels.

Neither migrant smuggling nor stateless vessels attract universal jurisdiction, as the former is not a core international crime and the latter is not a crime at all. Confusion surrounding interdiction of stateless vessels stems partly from their unsettled status in the law of the sea, as well as the multiple terms used to designate vessels of uncertain nationality. While customary law obliges states to set conditions for granting nationality to ships, it does not require ships to actually possess nationality. The conditions for granting nationality are left wholly to municipal law, which often does not require registration of small craft. Thus despite frequent conflation of the terms, being ‘unflagged’ or unregistered is not the same as being stateless, instead true ‘statelessness’ only arises when a vessel has no

66 ibid.
69 Herman Meijers, The Nationality of Ships (Martinus Nijhoff 1967) 147.
70 UNSC Res 2240 (9 October 2015) UN Doc S/RES/2240, para. 5; Guilfoyle (above n 6) 185.
jurisdictional links to a state or may be ‘assimilated’ to statelessness because it sails under two flags interchangeably. However labelled, no well-known general principle of customary international law permits seizure of stateless vessels simply by virtue of being stateless, leaving the issue to be resolved at the abstract level.

This legal lacuna has provoked two alternative positions on stateless vessels which result in diametrically opposed interpretations of Article 8(7) of the Migrant Smuggling Protocol. As treaties cannot technically extend jurisdiction beyond the states parties, the protocol relies on an underlying jurisdictional basis in custom or from general principles of international law. The first position, advocated by the US and increasingly by the EU, holds that absent a protective flag state, any state may seize a stateless vessel on the high seas. The alternate position requires a jurisdictional nexus between intercepting state and vessel for the valid exercise of enforcement jurisdiction. This tension feeds into the allocation of extraterritorial jurisdiction in the protocol, with coercive measures permitted depending on the characterization of criminal enforcement jurisdiction in international law. While the requirement for a jurisdictional nexus is more in keeping with the general principles of international law governing jurisdiction and treaty practice, recent state practice indicates a developing exception to the requirement for a jurisdictional connecting point between the intercepting state and suspect stateless vessel.

3. Interdiction of Migrant Smuggling Vessels in Transnational Criminal Law

Western states have relied on ambiguity in the Migrant Smuggling Protocol to interdict vessels engaged in migrant smuggling where nationality is uncertain. Article 8(7) of the protocol permits intercepting states to take ‘appropriate measures’ over vessels after establishing smuggling and statelessness. But it is unclear whether this refers to the unilateral exercise of criminal jurisdiction or only where alternative jurisdictional bases exist entitling enforcement action, such as coastal state
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71 UNCLOS arts 91 and 92.
74 Higgins (above n 31) 63–4; Cassese (above n 43) 594; Staker (above n 31) 323.
77 Mallia (above n 25) 114.
jurisdiction or the nationality of offenders aboard. Historically, few states have asserted universal jurisdiction over stateless vessels on the high seas, instead recognizing that crime on stateless vessels simply fell into an unfortunate jurisdictional lacuna.\(^78\) The failure to expressly permit seizure and arrest in Article 8(7) indicates that states parties were not prepared to remedy this by extending criminal enforcement jurisdiction to stateless vessels at the time of drafting.\(^79\) The preparatory works to the protocol reveal no common plan to modify the scope of enforcement jurisdiction extraterritorially. Instead, tracing the transposition of the provisions dealing with interdiction at sea indicates the ambiguity was strategically infused by several Western states across the relevant transnational crime instruments to give the impression of expanded enforcement powers.

Constructive ambiguity, a term purportedly coined by Kissinger, refers to the process of papering over disagreement between parties during negotiations by using ambiguous or vague language to accommodate divergent perspectives.\(^80\) In treaty drafting, these different visions for the treaty are ‘ultimately codified in terse, often vague or ambiguous treaty provisions that reflect a series of compromises.’\(^81\) While little theorized, relying on vague and ambiguous language is a well-known tactic to prevent negotiations from stalling.\(^82\) Resorting to ambiguity can have both positive and negative consequences. In a culturally pluralistic world, it allows for divergent norms to be ascribed to a particular term, such as ‘family’ in Article 23 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.\(^83\) Where treaty provisions are directed towards purely domestic realization, this inclusive function of constructive ambiguity permits ascription by a larger number of states.\(^84\) Flexible language defers confirmation of meaning to subsequent state practice, international agreements or judicial review.\(^85\)

On the other hand, vague and ambiguous drafting can lead to confusion, obscurity and conflict, particularly where the preparatory works to the treaty fail to reveal the intended meaning of the parties, or no obvious review mechanism exists at the international level.\(^86\) Recent empirical research


\(^79\) Gallagher and David (above n 72) 245.


\(^82\) Discussed more often in conflict resolution documents than treaty drafting: see e.g., Christine Bell, *On the Law of Peace: Peace Agreements and the Lex Pacis* (OUP 2008), 166; Friedman (above n 79) 385.

\(^83\) International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (adopted 19 December 1966, entry into force 23 March 1976) 999 UNTS 171 (ICCPR) art 23; Kulick (above n 15) 11.

\(^84\) ibid.


\(^86\) VCLT art 32. This was particularly at issue in the drafting of UNCLOS. Many of the negotiations were informal and the meeting records were not recorded in writing: Anthony Aust, *Modern Treaty Law and Practice* (3rd edn, CUP 2013) 218-219.
by Linos and Pegram reveals how indeterminate treaty language can lead to poorer implementation and compliance by states.\(^7\) Opacity in drafting can also be inadvertent, intentional or semi-strategic. While in some situations terms are left intentionally opaque to facilitate consensus in complex multilateral negotiations, ambiguity can also be covertly inserted by only some parties to the treaty. Kulick labels this kind of ambiguity ‘semi-strategic,\(^8\) the deliberate covert creation of legal loopholes or platforms for future action not intended or anticipated by all parties. But such covert ambiguity risks undermining the legitimacy of international agreements. Consenting to be bound to treaties is what gives the agreement ‘normative force’\(^9\) And while universal acceptance of subsequent interpretations is not necessary for the stable development of international norms, duplicity in drafting and subsequent practice does expose international law to charges of hegemony and risks undermining constructive future inter-state cooperation.

3.1 Ambiguity in the Migrant Smuggling Protocol

The Migrant Smuggling Protocol establishes a cooperation regime between states to combat migrant smuggling by sea. Premised on facilitating law enforcement cooperation, Article 8 permits states to request flag state authorization to take enforcement measures against foreign vessels suspected of migrant smuggling and for indeterminate measures against stateless vessels. Article 8(7) provides:

A State Party that has reasonable grounds to suspect that a vessel is engaged in the smuggling of migrants by sea and is without nationality or may be assimilated to a vessel without nationality may board and search the vessel. If evidence confirming suspicion is found, that State Party shall take appropriate measures in accordance with relevant domestic and international law.

It is not clear from the ordinary meaning of the provision whether it permits states to exercise criminal enforcement jurisdiction over stateless vessels. Reference to states taking ‘appropriate measures’ after confirming smuggling implies further enforcement powers beyond board and search, but not whether these powers accrue to any intercepting state or only where an independent jurisdictional nexus exists.

Reading the protocol coherently with jurisdiction in law of the sea, supports a restricted allocation of enforcement powers where an independent jurisdictional nexus is established.\(^{10}\) Firstly, Article 8(7) is not restricted to the high seas, thus appropriate measures taken in accordance with international law can refer to a coastal state's functional jurisdiction to prevent passage which is not innocent into its territorial sea, or to prevent infringements of immigration regulations in the continuous
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87 Katerina Linos and Tom Pegram, 'The Language of Compromise in International Agreements' (2016) 70 International Organization 587.
88 Kulick (above n 15) 7.
90 United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime ('UNODC'), Model Law against the Smuggling of Migrants (Vienna 2010) 84: 'Articles 7-9 of the Smuggling of Migrants Protocol should be read in the context of the international law of the sea[...] in drafting national laws[...] states parties will need to ensure consistency with' UNCLOS.
The wording further encompasses situations where the intercepting state suspects both smuggling and statelessness, but following board and search uncovers nationality, in which case ‘appropriate measures’ refers to a subsequent request for flag state authorization to take further enforcement action. Further, appropriate measures have to be ‘in accordance with relevant domestic and international law’. As discussed above, this divorces the legal sources of enforcement and prescriptive jurisdiction in international law. Presuming enforcement jurisdiction is parasitic on prescriptive jurisdiction means ‘appropriate measures’ can only authorize general coercive powers if the Migrant Smuggling Protocol or its parent convention, the United Nations Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime (UNTOC), clearly provided for prescriptive jurisdiction or an underlying basis for universal jurisdiction over migrant smuggling or stateless vessels existed in customary international law.

But neither UNTOC nor the Migrant Smuggling Protocol clearly extend jurisdiction to most instances of migrant smuggling at sea. Article 15 UNTOC, which also applies to the protocol, sets out obligatory and optional bases of jurisdiction, validating the assertion of extraterritorial jurisdiction by states parties. But each extraterritorial extension of jurisdiction in Article 15 requires a jurisdictional nexus connecting the state to the offence. UNTOC obliges states parties to establish jurisdiction over offences committed within their state territory, or aboard a flag state vessel, and permits establishment of jurisdiction over offences committed by or against national or by permanent residents. Article 15(2)(c) also tolerates a limited form of expanded territorial jurisdiction for the offences of participating in a criminal group and inchoate money laundering where the offence is committed outside the state party’s territory with a view to omission of a serious crime within its territory. Thus states can only criminalize extraterritorial smuggling at sea offences where a national is a victim of smuggling or a national or person with habitual residence engages in smuggling. Unilateral powers over suspect stateless smuggling vessels therefore appear limited to board and search from Article 110 UNCLOS, or dependent on ‘appropriate measures’ in Article 8(7).

Unfortunately, the preparatory works to the Migrant Smuggling Protocol throw no light on the intended scope of the term ‘appropriate measures’. No definition is provided in the protocol or UNTOC.
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91 UNCLOS arts 25 and 33. This is the interpretation given to the similar term referring to cooperation to suppress unflagged vessels engaged in narcotics smuggling in United Kingdom legislation implementing the 1988 Narcotics Convention: Criminal Justice (International Co-operation) Act 1990 [United Kingdom] s 20; Explanatory Notes Policing and Crime Act 2017 [United Kingdom] 28.
92 Migrant Smuggling Protocol art 8(2).
93 Migrant Smuggling Protocol art 8(7).
95 Migrant Smuggling Protocol art 1(3); although McClean notes the interaction between art 15 UNTOC and the protocol is somewhat confused: David McClean, Transnational Organized Crime: A Commentary to the UN Convention and its Protocols (OUP 2007) 394.
96 Boister (above n 9) 250-251.
97 UNTOC art 15(2)(a) and (b).
TOC, the non-authoritative interpretative guides provide no guidance and the travaux préparatoires reveal nothing of the drafters intentions.99 The term is also used in Article 8(2) for foreign flagged vessels. But in this context the term is deliberately left open to reflect the full-range of enforcement measures flag states can authorize on a case-by-case basis. The term ‘appropriate measures’ was first introduced during the drafting of the United Nations Convention against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances (1988 Narcotics Convention) to facilitate agreement between states on Article 17 on illicit traffic by sea, but also in the context of flag state authorization. The travaux préparatoires do not indicate whether states parties simply failed to account for jurisdiction over stateless vessels, or, aware of the jurisdictional lacuna, consensually delegated resolution of the issue to subsequent practice, or whether the ambiguity was covertly introduced by select states. But tracing the evolution of the term across related transnational crime instruments suggests the ambiguous drafting surrounding stateless vessels in recent treaty practice was a deliberate technique by some states parties to expand enforcement powers extraterritorially.

3.2 Ambiguity in Antecedent Treaty Practice

UNCLOS provided a platform for claims of expanded enforcement powers in subsequent treaty practice by firstly expanding the right of visit to stateless vessels, and secondly through the introduction of a novel cooperation obligation for suppression of illicit traffic in narcotic drugs on the high seas. As discussed above, Article 110(1)(d) permits states to stop and search all non-national vessels suspected of being without nationality, but includes no further enforcement powers.100 Some commentators have argued that this silence reflects a pre-existing universal jurisdiction over stateless vessels in customary international law, effectively claiming the drafters felt its codification to be simply unnecessary.101 But given that UNCLOS makes explicit provision for criminal enforcement jurisdiction over piracy, despite the undisputed universal jurisdiction in customary law, this interpretation is unlikely.102


100 Neither the official travaux préparatoires and unofficial records of the treaty negotiations explain the somewhat incoherent treatment of stateless vessels in UNCLOS. As no detailed formal records were kept of the drafting proceedings, it is not possible to establish whether the lop-sided inclusion of stateless vessels in art 110 was the result of a negotiated compromise or simple oversight. Unofficial records of the drafting sessions reveal stateless vessels first appear in a ‘blue paper’ from an informal consultative group in Geneva in 1975, and pop in and out of the draft provisions before settling in the final text of art 110. No evidence suggests further enforcement powers were envisaged by the drafters: C.2/Blue Paper No. 5, C.2/Blue Paper No.9 and C.2/Blue Paper No.9,Rev in Renate Platzöder, The United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea: Documents of the Geneva Session 1975 (vol IV, Oceana Publications 1982).


102 UNCLOS art 107.
UNCLOS also introduced a separate novel provision creating an obligation on states to cooperate in the suppression of illicit traffic in narcotic drugs on the high seas, where contrary to international conventions. Article 108(2) provides that states which have reasonable grounds for believing a ship flying its own flag is engaged in drug smuggling may request the cooperation of other states to suppress such traffic on the high seas. This enables states to request assistance, but does not place any obligation on the requested state. Further, it only refers to the requesting states’ own vessels, and is thus not applicable to where a state seeks to intercept a vessel flying the flag of another state or stateless vessels.

This cooperation obligation was expanded and modified in the 1988 Narcotics Convention. Article 17 establishes a cooperation regime to facilitate law enforcement action against vessels engaged in drug smuggling. Article 17(2) replicates Article 108 UNCLOS, but shifts the emphasis from suppressing illicit traffic to suppressing the use of vessels in drug smuggling. Article 17, however, goes beyond Article 108 UNCLOS, with no explicit restriction in its geographic scope and applying also to vessels ‘not displaying a flag or marks of registry’. Despite no coextensive establishment of prescriptive jurisdiction in Article 4 1988 Narcotics Convention, the reference to ‘suppressing’ a vessel’s use in Article 17 has been interpreted as at least permitting the seizure of stateless vessels engaged in smuggling, if not also prescribing and prosecuting drug offences committed aboard.103

The unorthodox language in Article 17(2) is worth noting. The Article does not refer to requests for assistance over ‘vessels without nationality’, which is the standard term in international law for stateless vessels, but for the overlapping category of unflagged and unmarked vessels.104 In treaties, domestic legislation and common parlance, ‘flagged’, registration and documentation are all substituted for nationality. But flying a flag is only an indication of nationality, not determinative.105 Thus, arguably Article 17(2) is not making reference to interdiction of stateless vessels at all. It merely acknowledges the right of visit contained in Article 110 UNCLOS to ascertain whether a suspect vessel is stateless; if, instead, foreign nationality is discovered, the intercepting state can request that flag state for authorization for enforcement actions as set out in Article 17(3) and (4). By conflating ‘unflagged’ and ‘unregistered’ with true statelessness, states are able to extend the reach of Article 110 powers.106

But the real contribution of the 1988 Narcotics Convention in infusing ambiguity into assertions of extraterritorial enforcement jurisdiction, is not the purported seizure power in Article 17(2), but the introduction of the open and undefined term ‘appropriate measures’ in Article 17(3) and (4). Article 17(3) provides that where a party has reasonable grounds to suspect that a foreign flagged vessel ‘ex-
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ercising freedom of navigation' is engaged in illicit traffic, it may notify the flag state and, if receiving confirmation of registry, request subsequent authorization to 'take appropriate measures' over the vessel. The final draft deliberately omitted the word 'seizure' found in earlier versions, following concerns by states about encouraging use of force.\(^\text{107}\) Appropriate measures are dependent on flag state authorization, with each measure disjunctively relying on separate authorization.\(^\text{108}\) Only the Argentinian delegate to the negotiations observed that with the replacement of seizure, 'it was no longer clear what "appropriate action" mentioned in paragraph 4(c) was'.\(^\text{109}\) Article 17 thus introduced a new term into the lexicon of transnational criminal law, with no agreed meaning or contours. Typical of drafting in transnational crime instruments, both the format of Article 17(4) and the term 'appropriate measures' were reused in Article 8(7) of the Migrant Smuggling Protocol, which sets out enforcement measures states may take over stateless vessels suspected of smuggling migrants by sea.

International practice directly subsequent to the 1988 Narcotics Convention shows that states did not recognize Article 17(2) as permitting interdiction of stateless vessels engaged in drug smuggling. However, states were concerned with the jurisdictional gap allowing stateless vessels to operate with impunity.\(^\text{110}\) In 1995, the Council of European States attempted to fill the jurisdictional gap through the Agreement on Illicit Traffic by Sea, aimed at maximizing law enforcement efforts against drug smuggling.\(^\text{111}\) The agreement requires states parties to establish prescriptive jurisdiction in their domestic legal codes over the 1988 Narcotics Convention offences when committed on board vessels without nationality, but provides no express coextensive enforcement jurisdiction.\(^\text{112}\) Given the limited utility of the provision, it seems likely it was included to strategically close the jurisdictional gap. Although not widely ratified, the inclusion of a mandatory provision establishing prescriptive jurisdiction in the 1995 Agreement could be claimed as subsequent practice supporting a more lenient application of the jurisdictional nexus requirement.

4. Cross-Pollination in Transnational Criminal Law

Transnational crime instruments cross-pollinate; drafters have recycled and reused terms, language and norms across all the transnational crime treaties. Diffusion of terms and norms across instru-
ments reflects the synergic, dialectical nature of treaty drafting with states parties being more willing to accept familiar terminology from existing treaties than novel provisions. Repeating already existing language saves times and effort for drafters and ensures continuity of obligations and coherent development within the field of transnational criminal law. But focusing only on chronological shifts in language risks overlooking the hegemonic nature of norm transfer, particularly the migration and modification of extraterritorial powers, across the transnational crime instruments.

Looking back over the wider drafting history of the Migrant Smuggling Protocol reveals that ambiguity around legitimate interdiction powers was strategically introduced into Article 8(7) by the US, coherent with Andreas and Nadelmann's critique of the 'Americanization' of global law enforcement practices. Since the 1970s, the US has relied on bilateral treaties and dubious extraterritorial legislation to extend the reach of its criminal justice system, and further resorting to strategic treaty practice and international diplomacy at the multilateral level to project its interpretation of extraterritorial enforcement jurisdiction globally. Recent treaty practice towards stateless vessels reflects this general policy, with interdiction provisions increasingly mirroring American claims to universal jurisdiction over stateless and unflagged vessels. This unidirectional process of norm transfer fits within broader critiques about the 'democratic deficit in the development of transnational criminal law'.

4.1 Drafting History of the Migrant Smuggling Protocol

The appearance of expanded interdiction powers over stateless smuggling vessels in the Migrant Smuggling Protocol resulted from strategic transpositions, reinterpretations and adjustments of provisions across UNCLOS, the 1988 Narcotics Convention and the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) Interim Measures Circular. While the preparatory works to the three instruments disclose very little about the origins of the ambiguity, looking slightly further afield reveals the pivotal role of the US in promoting the final text of Article 8(7). In response to domestic concerns about irregular Chinese migration in the early 1990s, the US sponsored two resolutions at the IMO and the
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United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) in quick succession, promoting extended interdiction powers over stateless vessels engaged in migrant smuggling. Through strategic diplomatic advocacy, the US was able to capture the drafting discourse to promulgate its international law enforcement agenda abroad.

In June 1993, a Chinese smuggling vessel, the *Golden Venture*, was deliberately stranded on a New York beach endangering the 286 would-be migrants crowded aboard. The shipwreck heightened domestic American fears of uncontrolled Chinese migration, provoking the release two weeks later of a presidential action plan to combat Asian alien smuggling. Focusing on the role of organized criminal groups and the need to enhance criminal justice responses, the action plan sets out Washington's approach to 'preempt, interdict and deter alien smuggling into the U.S.' Emphasized in the plan is the need for international advocacy with 'foreign governments and international organizations' to promote flag state cooperation in criminalizing alien smuggling and interdicting 'smuggled aliens as far as possible from the US border.' Several months later, the US submitted a draft resolution on 'prevention of alien smuggling' to the UN Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice (CCPCJ), which was quickly elevated to the UNGA. As Gallagher and David observe, many of the UNGA measures resurfaced in the Migrant Smuggling Protocol, including the need for measures to prevent and respond to smuggling by sea.

Immediately parallel to the diplomatic advocacy at the United Nations (UN), the US submitted a further resolution to the IMO Assembly on 'Enhancement of Safety of Life at Sea by the Prevention and Suppression of Alien Smuggling by Ship.' Almost identical to the American draft, the Assembly adopted Resolution A.773(18) two months later. Resolution A.773(1) formed the basis for the 1998 Circular 896 on Interim Measures for Combating Unsafe Practices Associated with the Trafficking or Transport of Migrants by Sea. Paragraph 16 of the Interim Measures requires states to take 'appropriate action' over stateless vessels found to be engaged in unsafe practices. Many of the Interim Measures' operative provisions are patterned on Article 17, with paragraph 16 replicating Article 17(3). Three consecutive working groups were responsible for drafting the resolutions and circulars on the trafficking and transport of illegal migrants by sea, each of which was chaired by the US Navy Commander Raul Pedrozo. Some working group delegates were concerned the proposed measures
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were inconsistent with UNCLOS, and the IMO should not be pre-empting the UN Commission's work on the transnational organized crime convention. Despite this, it was decided to promote the circular to the CCPCJ at the first negotiating session in Vienna in January 1999 as a potential model for the protocol.129

The original draft protocol articles for combating smuggling by sea were based on a proposal submitted by Italy and Austria to the first negotiating session.130 Different from the final text, the draft articles were directed towards preventing the irregular entry of migrants into territorial waters, with enforcement actions requiring a clear jurisdictional link between the suspect vessel and intercepting state.131 Intercepting states needed to substantiate that either the vessel was ‘undoubtedly bound for its coasts’ or was ‘armed or governed or manned by nationals’ before taking action in international waters. Permitted enforcement actions were also concretely specified, with states limited to stopping, boarding and diverting vessels. Vessels that refused inspection, or where inspection revealed irregularities, could be ordered back to their port of departure, to the nearest port of a contracting party or to a prescribed destination.132 The proposed measures both reflected existing powers in UNCLOS to prevent infringements of immigration laws and were coherent with the general international laws regulating extraterritorial prescriptive jurisdiction.133

But the draft provisions underwent radical surgery at the fourth negotiating session, shifting from determinate to ambiguous language. The travaux préparatoires reveal the new draft provisions on migrant smuggling by sea were drawn from Article 17 of the 1988 Narcotics Convention, with language of Article 8(7) being derived from paragraph 16 of the interim measures.134 Comparing the three provisions shows how the language journeyed from Article 17 of the 1988 Narcotics Convention, via paragraph 16 of the IMO Circular to Article 8(7) of the Migrant Smuggling Protocol. With each shift the language incrementally shifted its scope and application, providing stronger footholds for expansive reinterpretation. Paragraph 16 of the interim measures replicates five elements of Article 17(3) and (4) of the 1988 Narcotics Convention: reasonable grounds for suspicion, vessel type, offence or activity, investigation, and enforcement action. Article 8(7) of the Migrant Smuggling Protocol then replicates paragraph 16 of the IMO Circular, but replaces the activity of ‘engaged in unsafe practices associated with trafficking and transport of migrants by sea’ with ‘engaged in smuggling of migrants’. The only differences between Article 17 of the 1988 Narcotics Convention on the one hand, and paragraph 16 of the IMO Circular and Article 8(7) of the Migrant Smuggling Protocol on the other, is the requirement for flag state authorization in the former and the stipulation that appropriate measures shall be in accordance with domestic and international law in the latter two.
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### Appropriate Measures at Sea: Extraterritorial Enforcement Jurisdiction over Stateless Migrant Smuggling Vessels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suppression obligation</td>
<td>Art 108(1)+(2): cooperate to suppress illicit traffic in illegal drugs on high seas</td>
<td>Art 17(2): cooperate to suppress use of national or unflagged vessels engaged in illicit traffic</td>
<td>Art 7: cooperate to prevent and suppress smuggling of migrants by sea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriate measures</td>
<td>Art 17(3)+(4): ‘appropriate action’ over foreign flagged vessels after discovery of illicit traffic with flag State authorization</td>
<td>para 16: ‘appropriate measures’ over ships without nationality confirmed to be engaged in unsafe practices associated with trafficking or transport of migrants by sea measures</td>
<td>Art 8(7): ‘appropriate measures’ over vessels without nationality confirmed to be stateless and engaged in smuggling migrants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The travaux préparatoires do not indicate the motivation for the radical change, but the influence of the US in capturing the process of norm transfer is palpable. The travaux préparatoires only note an unidentified delegate suggested the interim measures would be a ‘useful source of inspiration’. But US Navy Commander Pedrozo, who chaired all three IMO drafting committees on the interim measures, recorded in a 1999 publication on the international initiatives to combat trafficking of migrants by sea that the Ad Hoc Committee agreed to ‘take the work of the IMO into consideration in developing a new international instrument and agreed to cooperate closely with the IMO on this matter’.

Despite reservations from some states in the IMO drafting groups that the Interim Measures Circular was potentially inconsistent with UNCLOS, Pedrozo claims that ‘paragraph 16 makes clear that all States have jurisdiction over a ship without nationality’, entitling states to take enforcement action if unsafe practices associated with the trafficking or transport of migrants is found. Attached to the chapter are ‘proposed provisions to combat the smuggling of migrants’, providing draft provisions to insert in the preamble and definitions, and also ‘article xx: smuggling of migrants by sea’. These provisions are almost identical to the rolling text at the fourth session of the negotiations from 28 June to 9 July 1999. The minor differences in wording and formatting reflect they were not extracted from the draft protocol, but likely produced beforehand.

The drafting history of the Migrant Smuggling Protocol shows how states can instrumentalize international diplomacy to capture the treaty drafting process. This is reminiscent of Koskenniemi’s ‘hegemonic contestation’, the ‘process by which international actors routinely challenge each other by invoking legal rules and principles on which they have projected meanings that support their preferences and counteract those of their opponents’.
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instruments is not reflective of passive cross-pollination of norms, but the strategic promulgation of ambiguity in treaty drafting to shape the development of transnational criminal law to suit the domestic interests of dominant states in international society. Western states have repeatedly structured transnational crime conventions to overcome the territorial limits on criminal jurisdiction and coercive power. The development of interdiction powers over migrant smuggling vessels falls within this general pattern in transnational criminal law, with the 1993 Presidential Action Plan making clear that the US approach to solving the domestic problems of irregular migration would be through encouraging law reform and criminal justice cooperation with other states. While the initial ambiguity was arguably promoted strategically by the US, it is reliance on the Migrant Smuggling Protocol by the EU for interdiction of smuggling vessels in the recent Mediterranean migrant crisis that has helped concretize Article 8(7) as permitting extraterritorial enforcement action.

5. Recent Practice Subsequent to the Migrant Smuggling Protocol

The ambiguity in the Migrant Smuggling Protocol means that the meaning of ‘appropriate measures’ can be adjusted by subsequent state practice. Subsequent practice is a standard rule of treaty interpretation. Besides clarifying the original intention of the drafters, it can also evidence the evolving intentions of the states parties. Over the last twenty years, Western states have increasingly claimed extraterritorial enforcement powers over stateless or unflagged vessels engaged in migrant smuggling, and substantiated such claims through enforcement action, law reform and inter-state agreements pursuant to the protocol. In particular, the recent EU naval operation, EUNAVFOR MED Operation Sophia, has substantially concretized the term ‘appropriate measures’ as permitting the interdiction of stateless vessels engaged in migrant smuggling without a connecting head of jurisdiction. As most extraterritorial interdictions are covert, or at least unpublicized, the multilateral and public nature of the recent EU operations has magnified their interpretative weight. But this state practice reinterprets not only Article 8(7), but also the fundamental principles of customary international law regulating extraterritorial criminal jurisdiction.

In June 2015, the EU naval operation, EUNAVFOR MED Operation Sophia was launched with the core mandate of identifying, capturing and destroying vessels and weapons of migrant smugglers to
'disrupt the business model of human smuggling and trafficking networks', legally underpinned by Council Decision (Common Foreign Security Policy, CFSP) 2015/778 and United Nations Security Council (UNSC) Resolution 2240(2015).149 The preamble to Council Decision 2015/778 claims that ‘on the high seas […] states may interdict vessels suspected of smuggling migrants […] where the vessel is without nationality, and may take appropriate measures against the vessel, persons and cargo.’150 But it is unclear on the exact legal authority permitting interdiction of stateless vessels on the high seas, noting only that ‘boarding, search, seizure and diversion on the high seas of vessels suspected of human smuggling or trafficking’ would be conducted under the conditions provided for by applicable international law’ including UNCLOS and the Migrant Smuggling Protocol or in accordance with the applicable UNSC Resolution.151

This skims over the uncertainty surrounding enforcement powers over stateless vessels, as ‘in accordance with’ could imply either interdictions of any stateless vessel or only where a jurisdictional nexus exists. UNSC Resolution 2240, which legally reinforces EUNAVFOR MED operations on the high seas, is similarly vague about the precise legal basis for interdicting stateless vessels. It is not clear whether the resolution authorizes the inspection, seizure and disposal of ‘unflagged’ vessels or only affirms the right of visit powers from Article 110 UNCLOS.152 Paragraphs 7 and 8 grant temporary permission for the inspection of vessels suspected of migrant smuggling on the high seas off the coast of Libya, provided that Member States have first made ‘good faith efforts’ to obtain flag state consent, and seizure of such vessels if smuggling is confirmed. As the resolution pertains not to affect the ‘rights and obligations under UNCLOS’, it cannot unequivocally permit general interdiction of stateless vessels when read consistently with the law of the sea. But in practice, the operation commanders have interpreted Council Decision 2015/778 and UNSC Resolution 2240 as granting full powers to EUNAVFOR MED warships to stop, seize and destroy stateless vessels and detain suspects aboard.153

Recent Italian case law has lent further support to claims that the Migrant Smuggling Protocol permits the interdiction of stateless vessels engaged in smuggling. In Harabi Hani, the Italian Supreme Court of Cassation confirmed ‘appropriate measures’ as permitting coercive action against both the suspect vessels and suspects aboard. Hani was arrested by the Italian Guardia di Finanza following detection by a Frontex patroller during a EU naval operation. Marta Bo reports that the court rejected Article 110(1)(d) UNCLOS as providing a sufficient basis for asserting criminal jurisdiction over Hani, instead relying on him being aboard a vessel engaged in the smuggling of migrants.154 The court appears to accept migrant smuggling as an exception to the general rule requiring a recognized jurisdictional basis connecting the interdicting state with the suspect vessel. However, the court did not clarify its reasoning for this position, whether because it considered migrant smuggling to be suf-
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sufficiently grave as to attract universal jurisdiction, or because it constituted a threat to the security of the Italian state thus activating the protective principle.

Unless states actively protest against this interpretation, it could be alleged to be acquiescence to expanded extraterritorial enforcement powers. While the EU has been relatively transparent about the legal basis underpinning Operation Sophia, the methods used to claim enforcement powers still smack of subterfuge. Neither the Council Decision nor the UNSC Resolution clearly state that the legal authority for interdicting stateless vessels flows from Article 8(7) of the Migrant Smuggling Protocol. Instead, they replicate the ambiguity inherent in the protocol, leaving EUNAVFOR MED to substantiate the claim with on-water interdictions. Before objecting, states would need to first be aware of the complex and unsettled jurisdictional basis for interdicting stateless vessels on the high seas, and then realize that by interdicting stateless vessels, Operation Sophia is creating an exception to the customary law regulating the extraterritorial assertion of criminal jurisdiction.

State practice forming custom should be widespread and consistent, not a limited number of unilateral acts by several powerful, like-minded states accompanied by acquiescing silence from the global community. Customary law is more than just state practice, however, but the 'community-wide belief that a norm is legally required', or in this case, permitted. Presuming unilateral extraterritorial interdictions, if not actively objected to, can modify the jurisdictional principles regulating the law of the sea is based on the fallacy that 'all states have a perfect knowledge of state practice, unlimited resources, and be aware that the failure to respond would have legal consequences', as well as exactly when practice as formation shifts to crystallization. Most states have not the resources to monitor or protest against modifications of every possible customary rule, let alone engage in resource-intensive maritime interdictions creating alternative or confirmatory practice. Accepting such hegemonic modification of custom risks undermining both the authority and legitimacy of these international norms.

155 To overcome restrictions on prosecuting apprehended smugglers the EUNAVFOR MED Operation Sophia command has advocated characterizing migrant smuggling and human trafficking as crimes against humanity: EUNAVFOR MED, ‘Non-Paper about Migrant Smuggling/Human Trafficking as a Crime against humanity’ (on file with author, 8 June 2017); EEAF (Credendino) (above n 18) 19.
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6. Conclusion

In the case of Harabi Hani, the Italian Appeal Court held that the Italian Guardia di Finanza could take coercive measures against suspected smugglers on board vessels suspected of statelessness and smuggling of migrants on the high seas. Combined with the recent EU naval operations in the Mediterranean sea, this case could be characterized as subsequent practice interpreting the term ‘appropriate measures’ as authorizing the universal exercise of enforcement jurisdiction over stateless smuggling vessels in international waters. This interpretation remedies the jurisdictional lacuna surrounding stateless vessels on the high seas, at least when engaged in certain forms of maritime crime. It is not clear, however, on what basis the court dismissed the need for a jurisdictional nexus between the intercepting state and stateless vessel. Did the court imagine migrant smuggling to be a new international crime attracting universal jurisdiction, or that migrant smuggling anywhere affects the security interests of all states thus invoking the still-contentious protective principle? Or did it view prescriptive and enforcement jurisdiction as logically distinct, permitting any state to exercise enforcement powers on the high seas? Or do normal jurisdictional principles not apply to extraterritorial crimes at sea?

Tracing the transposition of terms and provisions across the transnational crime instruments dealing with interdiction at sea, reveals that this ambiguity surrounding the scope of ‘appropriate measures’ was deliberately woven through instruments to give the impression of expanded enforcement powers. Ambiguity could then be strategically resolved by state practice. But relying on ‘constructed’ or strategic ambiguity to covertly expand extraterritorial enforcement powers undermines the legitimacy of transnational criminal law. The hegemonic tendencies of suppression regimes are already well-known. Western states have pushed dubious malum prohibitum norms upon developing states, overburdened their criminal justice systems, distorted their legal systems and even exacerbated domestic crime. Dubious extraterritorial interdiction adds another straw to the camel’s back. Additionally shifting interdictions to an ‘extraterritorial legal space’ enables the avoidance of human rights protection and interferes with the rights of refugees and migrants to leave one’s country. As a CFSP operation, actions taken during Operation Sophia’s deployment are excluded from the jurisdiction of the European Court of Justice. Exercise of jurisdiction over apprehended smugglers or migrants is left to Member States, leaving potentially affected individuals without remedies under EU law.
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When instead located within the legal frames provided by both the law of the sea and customary legal rules and principles governing jurisdiction, only a more limited reading of ‘appropriate measures’ is defensible. Arguably it simply means that should migrant smuggling be confirmed, states may look to other heads of jurisdiction, whether customary or treaty-based, permitting the exertion of jurisdiction. Sometimes a jurisdictional basis will be found, in other instances no action can be taken. Developed ad hoc by custom and treaty law, states must simply accept that jurisdictional coverage is not always complete or the conceptual bases coherent. In combatting extraterritorial migrant smuggling, states could do well to return to the original Italian and Austrian proposal. In relying on nationality and the protective principle, the proposal limited coercive measures to states with a clear interest in the smuggling vessel, rather than universal interdiction. This presented a subtle and transparent progression in extraterritorial jurisdiction over transnational crime and, consequently, a more inclusive democratic manner to solve regulatory gaps at sea.